Leaf Rubbing Collage

Supplies List
-

A range of different sized leaves- Have the campers find the leaves around the park you are
located at.
Crayons
White paper

Instructions
-

Give each camper a white piece of paper
Have them go and find three leaves of their choice and bring them back to the craft table
Place the leaves under the white paper
Allow the campers to choice a few crayons of their choice
Colour with medium to hard pressure over top of leaves
You have created a unique masterpiece!

Superhero Paper Plate Masks

Supplies
- Paper plates
- Paint- Red, Black, Blue, White
- Pencil Crayons
- Black and Red Sharpies
- Scissors
- Glue
- Ribbon
Instructions
- Hand out one paper plate to each
camper
- Camp leaders or LIT/Quest will help
campers cut out the eye holes for their masks
- Camp Leaders or LIT/Quest will cut two
holes on either side of the mask. This is for the
ribbon so that campers can wear their masks
once they are completed
- Campers may now paint/colour the mask
however they would like
- Lay mask out to dry
- Once mask are dry camp leaders will tie a
ribbon through the two holes on either side of
the mask and secure it around the campers head
This is great craft for all ages!

Supplies
-

Paper Rolls ( Toilet paper roll, paper
towel, or wrapping paper roll)
Construction Paper
Pompoms (Large & Small)
Googly Eyes
Tissue paper
Glue Sticks
Scissors
Glue Gun (only to be used by camp
leaders)

Instructions
-

-

-

Hand out one paper roll to each
camper
Have each camper grab one piece of
construction paper (allow them to
choice what colour they would like.
HINT: Have your construction paper
already cut to proper length
Campers will roll the construction
paper around the paper roll and glue
the paper securely onto roll
Give each camper two pieces of tissue paper
Campers will cut tissue paper to the length they would like
Glue tissue paper to the inside of the paper roll
Glue two large pompoms to the top of the paper roll as eyes
Glue to small pompoms to the tissue paper end of the roll as nostrils
Campers leaders will use the glue gun to glue two googly eyes on to the large
pompoms
Have campers blow on the open end of the paper roll to see the fire move

Supplies
-

Scrapbooking paper or construction paper
Orange construction paper (fish lips)
Popsicle sticks
Googly eyes
Jewels
Glue
Scissors
Glitter glue

Instructions
- Give each camper one popsicle stick
- Have them choice one piece of
contraction paper or scrapbooking paper
- Camp Leaders and LIT/Quest will help
campers trace out the shape of their hands onto
the paper
- Campers will cut out their hand shape
- Decorate hand however they would like
-

Glue googly eye onto paper
Draw a small heart onto orange paper
Cut out small heart and glue to handprint
Glue hand shape onto popsicle stick
All done! You have created a handprint fish puppet.

